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Abstract
Purpose of the Study: This research endeavors to highlight the complex notion of ‘identity’ and the process of identity
formation that involves complex socio-political dynamics that need to be located within the larger socio-cultural
spectrum.
Methodology: The study is based upon a socio-political and socio-anthropological analysis of the questions of identity,
state, tradition, and culture. It has been carried out using relevant theories and concepts borrowed chiefly from the
available literature on political sociology and anthropology. It is based on a theorization of the concept of identity as a
societal construct and its dynamic relationship with not only the state but also people’s traditional beliefs and practices.
Main Findings: Based upon secondary sources, the results of the study showed that ‘identity’ as a social construct is
based on various conflicts and contestations centering around people’s diverse identities at one and the same time.
Identity politics plays a crucial role in the context of the state machinery, which is not a static entity. It is very much
affected by the changes taking place within society, which, in itself, is representative of diversity and heterogeneity.
People’s traditional beliefs and practices also play a significant role in the formation of identities through institutions
recognized as “traditional.” They play an important role in reflecting the changing power relations in society through the
instrument of law.
Applications of this Study: Both formal state laws and community-backed laws are indispensable in our society
because they function within a particular social context that is responsible for the gradual process of internalization of
the law and legal processes among people. This, in turn, gets reflected in the formation of various social identities among
different groups and communities of people.
Novelty/Originality of this study: This research builds a model to understand the different ways in which institutions
recognized as “traditional” create new identities or reinforce the already existing ones vis-à-vis the different stages of
political development in a society.
Keywords: Identity, Institutions, Traditional, Namghar, State/Society, Law.
INTRODUCTION
A democratic political system is based upon fulfilling the demands and aspirations of the people in whom lies the
ultimate power of decision-making. Policies and programs aimed at ensuring the welfare of the larger masses are
executed through the institution of the state. It exercises power over the society and its people through numerous
institutions and processes that eventually become a part of the routine day-to-day lives of the subjects/citizens
concerned. The state constantly interacts with people living within its jurisdiction either directly or indirectly through
various institutions, organizations and associations. It includes institutions recognized as both formal and informal or
traditional. Traditional institutions provide a platform for local communities to respond to and adapt themselves to the
changing times and conditions (Sarmah & Gogoi, 2010). This represents the initial stages of the process of formation of
identity within diverse groups, clans, tribes and communities. These institutions provide a platform for these groups and
communities of people to not only air their grievances against the higher authorities of the state but also act as a fertile
ground for social mobilization around issues of social and political importance. Hence, in this manner, these institutions
act as the foundations that enable local communities at the grassroots level to effectively voice their interests and seek
concessions from the state in myriad forms, e.g., reservations for socially and economically marginalized and deprived
sections of the society.
Accordingly, this study focuses on outlining a theoretical framework of the concept of ‘identity’ as a social construct. In
trying to do this, it seeks to bring out the various contestations and debates around the notion of identity, having varying
consequences for the society, its people, and political systems. Here, it takes into account the role of the wider sociopolitical processes, especially traditional structures of a society and institutions recognized as “traditional”, which guides
the formation of identities within the overall political processes of the state. The findings of this research will be useful
in the domains of political sociology and anthropology while working on issues of identity politics in different sociopolitical and cultural contexts and the exercise of the coercive powers of the state through the instrument of law. Bearing
this in mind, the study is intended to answer the following research question: What role do traditional institutions play in
reflecting the changing power relations in a society that determine the formation of people’s identities?
LITERATURE REVIEW
There are several accounts of the relationship that exists between the state and the society with respect to various
institutions and groups that constantly seek to create and re-create new dynamics of power relationships. Different
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writers on the subject have provided different insights on the role of the state in matters of policy and decision-making,
while at the same time highlighting its elusiveness and ambiguity in understanding its relationship with the society and
vice-versa. State-society distinctions are to be understood in ways that are created internally, which are an aspect of
more complex power relations (Migdal, 2009). This necessitates an understanding of the relationship between state and
society in historical terms that gave rise to the modern nation-state and the accompanying social order. It was
characterized by several new technological innovations that led to the emergence of new methods of organization,
surveillance, and control of citizens. All these techniques and methods of modern statecraft have together created the
effect of an all-encompassing state structure, which is not only external but also one that stands apart from society
(Mitchell, 1991).
The formation of the state is, in itself, a product of a diverse mix of institutions, laws, and policies. The process of
interaction between the state and its institutions produces consequences that affect the everyday life of its subjects – the
choices they make, the kind of life that they wish to live, the goods they desire to have to make their lives satisfying, etc.
(Bhargava & Acharya, 2008). This engagement of the state takes place through various institutions and groups in society
and it is here that we need to understand both the salience of the state in matters of policy and decision-making as well as
its elusiveness and ambiguity in understanding its relationship with the society and vice-versa.
Institutions are the foundations of organized socio-political behavior that determine the participants of a particular
political arena, shape their various political strategies, and also influence their preferences. The design, structure and
functioning of these institutions have far-reaching implications on the overall working of the socio-political system,
including the determination of different patterns in the formation of different identities of people (Steinmo, 2001).
Since institutions are socially constructed, they embody shared cultural understandings of society. As such, changes in
the specific organizational structure and functioning of institutions do not imply a complete overhaul of the institutional
design. It is because institutions are embedded in certain cultural and societal constraints that impose limitations on the
efforts of the policymakers to effect any far-reaching changes (Thelen, 1999).
It is through a process of “legibility” that the modern state has imposed order upon those aspects of the society that is
needed to understand and control its subjects (Scott, 1998). This is similarly true of different institutions and institutional
practices that have adapted themselves to different situations in ways that can be located within a framework of the
overarching presence and influence of the state. For instance, the Census reports carried out by state departments are
exercises of classification, enumeration, and identification of different groups of people and communities into their
castes and sub-castes.
The formation of different institutions, whether modern or traditional, is replete with traces of history that determine the
different ways they adapt themselves to different times and circumstances. The laws of the state are often perceived
differently by different communities, and especially in a multi-ethnic and diverse country like India, one law may
contradict the practices of some communities, while the same might not be true for another community (Mahajan, 2011).
Identity has been defined by Charles Taylor in his book ‘The Politics of Recognition’ as “something like a person’s
understanding of who they are, of their fundamental defining characteristics as human beings” (Hall, Rosemary &
Taylor, 1996). The notion of identity has gained enormous attention and popularity in contemporary societies. ‘Identity’
has developed into a contentious subject, where the fear of losing and asserting one’s identity, whether individual or
collective, is at the crux of contestations and debates in political theory.
Since identity refers to the idea of how one perceives the self, it is a prescription of who one is, what role one is
supposed to enact as a member of the society and citizen of the state, and how one is unique from others in society. The
concepts of the ‘self’ and the ‘other’ are generally invoked whenever we talk about identity and identity-related issues.
Societies across the globe today are dominated by discourses of identity – a complex web of representing, preserving, or
contesting one’s identity. In sociological terms, the various traits and characteristics, social relations, roles, and social
group memberships that define who one is can be placed within different understandings of identity. Based on diverse
social situations and belonging-ness, an individual can have multiple identities. One can have a personal, social, or role
identity depending upon the particular context (Dapna, Elmore & Smith, 2012).
In this context, identity can be either based on a ‘relational’ web or a ‘categorical mode’ (Brubaker & Cooper, 2000).
The former defines identity in relation to others (teacher-student, mother-daughter relation), while the latter occurs when
people organize themselves in groups or communities based on shared categories such as race, religion, ethnicity, or
language.
The overarching nature of the process of globalization has facilitated the transnational flows of commodities and capital
and the subsequent growth of supranational political and economic organizations. As a result, similar social and cultural
patterns seem to have emerged across different parts of the globe encompassing diverse aspects of people’s day-to-day
lives. The world has thus now come to be imagined in terms of a single interconnected entity governed by a collective
consciousness among its inhabitants of being a part of a global culture that is predominantly ‘American’ in its values and
orientations.
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At the same time, however, contemporary world politics has been marked by the rise of social and political movements
across societies that are largely predicated upon a revival of primordial identities and affiliations of individuals and
collectivities. Here, globalization does not merely signify the emergence of homogenized cultures, as had been initially
speculated by many in the academia (Eriksen, 2007). In reality, it is the other way round, i.e., societies affected by
globalization gradually get enmeshed into it with all its accompanying processes, so much so that with time, they come
to be characterized by complex and sometimes deeply contentious negotiations related to the issues of identity and
identity politics.
There is also a communitarian argument with respect to identity and identity politics in the sense of belonging to one’s
own community that represents an extension of one’s own self and social identity (Kymlicka, 2002). There is a certain
socio-economic, cultural, and political environment to which identities of different communities belong. Conflicts in
society can be chiefly understood to have arisen due to an imbalance in the socio-economic and power-sharing
arrangements between different ethnic identities (Majeed, 2013). In the contemporary times, identity politics in India has
become a celebratory expression, considered to be synonymous with the spirit of democratization and an
acknowledgment of the pluralism of our polity.
A question that is of utmost relevance to the Indian case is whether primordial groups and traditional institutions such as
caste, kinship, ethnicity, and religion are a part of the civil society. Grounded on the modernization theory, the growing
literature on civil society today excludes such primordial and traditional groups, regarding them as “pre-civil” (Kaviraj,
1990). Social theorists and sociologists such as Andre Beteille and Dipankar Gupta have argued that traditional
communities or ascribed institutions are irreconcilable with the civil society because they are repressive and hierarchical;
they represent spheres of unfreedom and are impervious to individual choice.
In his collection of essays, ‘Democracy and its Institutions’, Andre Beteille argues that a democratic form of government
is as good as its institutions. According to him, a democratic system of government reflects the tension between the
principles of the ‘rule of numbers’ and the ‘rule of law’ (Beteille, 2012). In India, ‘constitutional democracy’ is being
increasingly threatened by ‘populist democracy,’ wherein the former abides by impersonal legality and the latter gives
primacy to the might of numbers and mass mobilizations over the rule of law. He considers civil society as an important
set of institutions, ideas, and social arrangements in a democracy that has emerged in the light of distinct historical
conditions. He says that the study of institutions, whether classified as formal or informal, is important because they are
‘more concrete and tangible as objects of inquiry and investigation’ that play a role of crucial importance in the
determination of the patterns of formation of different identities of people in society.
Civil society, according to the modernists, refers to only those ‘intermediary institutions’ that are open and secular in
nature and which promote the idea of citizenship. Similarly, Kaviraj has argued that civil society is composed of
autonomous individuals capable of making rational and deliberate choices, rather than possessing any intrinsic political
attributes. However, to characterize these institutions as partisan and parochial and hence not a part of civil society, is to
ignore the fact that civil society is nothing but an organized segment of the society (Oomen, 2010). In India, primordial
factors such as religion, caste, ethnicity, and language have been very effectively mobilized in articulating and
representing group identities and interests, chiefly with the motive of gaining electoral dividends.
In India, contestations over identity have long been a hallmark of both its pre- and post-colonial polities. This reality was
duly recognized by the post-Independent Indian state, which thus found it necessary to address the traditional divisions
based on caste, religion, and community existing among diverse sections of the people of the country through a pannational identity. It was because such an identity was based on a due acknowledgment of the internal differences of caste
and religion dependent upon narrow and parochial grounds, while at the same time representing an idea of transcending
the boundaries beyond such narrow worldviews (Chadha, 2018). This unity-in-diversity approach was reinforced
through several ways, e.g., in the commemorations of India’s annual Republic Day celebrations, the construction of a
policy discourse by the post-Independent Indian state claiming that infrastructural, industrial and scientific development
was the ultimate national need and the foremost priority that the state must address, etc.
However, there were certain inherent flaws associated with this unity-in-diversity approach, which Srirupa Roy calls the
gap between “paper truths and lived realities, or between procedural commitments and their actual implementation (Roy,
2007). Hence, a variety of sub-national identities could not be eliminated, and they continued to persist, raising their
demands on the body-politic from time to time. It was in the 1970s with the appointment of the Second Backward
Classes Commission by the Morarji Desai Government under the chairmanship of B.P. Mandal that identity politics
based on caste sought to directly pose a challenge to the Nehruvian nationalist project of the post-Independent Indian
state.
Commonly speaking, identity politics is the descendant of a Western, individualist ideology where individual identity is
conflated with a group identity and hence it is relational. This eventually helps develop common ground between
individual and group interests (and rights). It is in this way that the group replaces the individual as the primary center of
political discussion, but it does not completely disrupt the discourse of individuality (Gergen, 1999). Rather, the group is
treated in much the same way discursively as the individual – imbued with both good and evil intent, held blameworthy,
deemed worthy of rights, etc.
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Therefore, the rise of identity politics was a critical reaction to the spirit of Western universalism and its overarching
idioms of modernity. The latter overlooked the diverse micro dimensions of Indian society and politics, resulting in a
macro versus micro situation in the years that immediately followed after independence.
It was against the pan-Indian nationalism of India that conceived of the Indian nation-state as an invincible and
indestructible entity that a counter-theory of sub-nationalism gradually emerged. However, in India, a cohesive,
overarching Indian identity has more or less, been highly accommodative of sub-nationalism and people’s desire for
identifying themselves with their local identities, eventually leading to various political demands made by the people on
the state (Basu, 2011).
Advocates of identity politics are now becoming keenly aware of the problematic of separation – because the dominant
culture is already prone towards objectification of the “Other,” which is forced into identity traps that further confirm the
dominant culture’s sense of superiority and self-righteousness (Preez, 1980). The existing discourses of oppression,
justice, equality, and rights are no doubt important in understanding the diverse traditions within identity politics and
activism associated with the same. However, the art of relational politics attempts to develop a new vocabulary, a new
consciousness, and a new range of practices that are collaborative and incorporative of identities.
Another perspective on identity has been offered by Prof. Gopal Guru in his work on humiliation – a complex social
phenomenon that pervades several spheres of our socio-political life, contexts, and discourses, yet is often absent in our
academic analyses. Humiliation rests at the heart of the major problems of modern Indian life – a state based on the
western ideas of self and society, and a culture that is based on inherent inequality. For instance, in the West, it is the
attitude of race that is the basis of humiliation, and in the East, it is the notion of caste and untouchability that
foregrounds the form and content of humiliation (Guru, 2009). The reorganization of modern society was based on the
division between the public and the private spheres, which was accompanied by the possibility of misrecognition,
degradation and humiliation of people’s identities.
A person or a social group who is not only sensitive about self-respect and their identity but can also protest cannot be
humiliated. The target of humiliation could be an individual or a group, community, and even an entire country. Bhikhu
Parekh gives different examples to show how the re-description of the identity of a person or the entire community can
eventually lead to social degradation. According to him, pathological re-description, which is based on race, caste,
region or gender, does constitute humiliation of one’s identity (Parekh, 2009).
Hence, a general and common trend that is noticeable in the arena of identity politics is to provide an outlet for the
expression of grievances related to oppression and deprivation by the marginalized social groups. In this way, it creates a
sense of consciousness within the group about their own rights and the restoration of their lost dignity and justice.
However, to perceive the horizon of identity politics only in terms of its obvious forms like movements for recognition
or identity-based organizations presents only one side of the picture. It is equally important to identify those issues that
are or can become potential spaces for the emergence of identity politics but remain outside its purview (Ghosh, 2011).
In other words, these are certain areas that can be traced as silent zones of identity politics in the sense that the struggle
for identity is yet to germinate there.
Individual identities are understood and imagined with reference to the group/community to which he/she belongs.
These identities are continuously shaped, re-shaped, and re-enforced in their interaction with the state and the political
narrative that thereby develops, encompassing the interests and concerns of different groups of people at different
periods in history.
METHODOLOGY
This research study is qualitative in nature that has been carried out on the basis of an extensive and in-depth study of the
existing literature on identity and identity politics and the role of traditional institutions in determining diverse patterns
of the process of identity formation. This has been done through a systematic and descriptive analysis and comparison of
works related to the state-society paradox and the eventual formation of identities through a long-drawn and deeplayered process.
The nature of the research is largely theoretical, based on a socio-political and socio-anthropological analysis of the
questions of identity, state, tradition, and culture. For this purpose, it has made use of relevant theories and concepts
borrowed chiefly from the available literature on political sociology and political anthropology. In order to bring out the
multiple facets of traditional institutions and their role in the identity formation of diverse groups and communities, it
has largely relied upon secondary sources such as books, academic journals, working papers, periodicals, project reports,
etc.
RESULTS/FINDINGS
States are embedded in societies (Reddy, 2007) and state institutions are enmeshed in the wider array of social and
political processes at work. India’s public institutions function in the context of a shifting pattern of social demands
caused by its experience of a ‘long democratic revolution’ (Kapur & Mehta, 2005).
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The results of the study showed that the evolution and development of institutions are determined by conflicts in the
particular society of which they are a part as well as within and between the institutions themselves. Institutions perform
the functions of allocation of resources and distribution of power in society among various conflicting views and
interests. Institutions are, therefore, not homogeneous. Changes in the wider socio-political processes of society exercise
a significant influence on the functioning of institutions. This is especially true in the context of a democracy like India,
where institutions act as the mechanisms through which the imperatives of governance and the demands of the governed
are sought to be reconciled (Pur & Moore, 2010).
For the purpose of this research, a study of an institution called the Namghar in the North-eastern state of Assam, which
is largely understood as a “traditional” institution, was undertaken. The role that such institutions play in the larger
politics of the state and determination of the patterns of identity formation brought to light the fact that originally,
traditional institutions like the Namghar were generally localized. It was usually restricted to one single village or
locality. However, with time, these institutions, as centers of community decision-making, have expanded their
administrative sphere to several clusters of villages, not restricted to one single community in many cases.
They play an important role in local governance. The legitimacy and constitutionality of the state and state law, does not
undermine their importance in matters of community decision-making. They facilitate the political consciousness of the
citizens around identity issues that immediately require the attention of the state. In other words, these institutions, by
and large, function as parallel institutions in the state machinery. In many instances, the rulings of the elders associated
with these institutions are considered as an exercise of legitimate judicial authority, similar to the effect exercised by
state laws over its citizens.
Originally, the Namghar was established in Assam by the saint-reformer Srimanta Sankardeva in the 15th century with a
view to providing a platform to facilitate people’s participation in village development through local community
activities. It served as a refuge for many freedom fighters to seek shelter so as to escape from being caught by the police
both during the Indian freedom struggle and the crucial years of the Assam agitation (1979-85) against the issue of
illegal, undocumented immigrants residing in the state of Assam. At this time, meetings called mel were regularly held in
the Namghars of both Upper and Lower Assam, which helped to mobilize public opinion in favor of protecting the
indigenous “Assamese” identity from outside threats (Neog, 2008). A local volunteer group of both men and women was
formed, which extended their help and cooperation in making these meetings a success. Also, during Acharya Vinoba
Bhave’s Bhoodan Andolan, many activists associated with the movement visited different villages and towns all over
Assam and used the institution of the Namghar as a platform to address the needs of the Assamese community (Bhuyan,
2007).
The gradual expansion of the state machinery has gone alongside an expansion of powers of these institutions at the local
level. For instance, many political leaders are elected into the state level from the community. These leaders, at times,
for their own political gains, may even depend upon the support of these traditional institutions in order to secure funds
for the development of public services such as roads, education, water supply, and infrastructure within their respective
jurisdictions (Syemlieh, 2006).
During the time of elections, the Namghar too becomes the nerve-center of any political activity, whether in the village,
town, or city. It is more so in the villages where issues affecting the daily lives of the common village-folk such as rural
banking and timely disbursal of agricultural loans, grants for specific rural development projects, etc. are discussed with
much vigor and enthusiasm during the time of panchayat elections. In this way, the Namghar helps to promote overall
village development and people’s welfare by spreading mass awareness about the different socio-political issues of the
day. From time to time, different political parties have utilized the space of the Namghar in order to inform the common
masses about their party’s election agenda and reforms to be undertaken in the area after coming to power.
We have seen a revival of traditional institutions in a large number of countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America in
recent years. In some places of these countries, governments have formally ceded more authority to such institutions at
the local level. Sometimes, the emergence of these institutions has also been the result of a more spontaneous response to
the failure of the state to deliver. In the case of India, support for traditional institutions, in most cases, has been a way
for politicians to mobilize ethnic, regional, or caste identities. Within the same country, the form of these institutions
may vary widely from state to state or village to village and also within states and villages.
DISCUSSION / ANALYSIS
The anthropological literature on the intricacies of the law and legal processes emphasizes on process models connecting
law to various social and cultural structures, to economic and political organizations and to profession or religion. This
helps us unravel the implications of the law on different societies and communities at different times and in different
contexts. For people who are considered isolated or self-confined and as having institutions that stand independently
from other so-called “mainstream” institutions, an anthropological study of the law holds substantive ground (Nader,
2005). According to the process model, the law is not an autonomous domain. It emphasizes the role and importance of
power as the key factor in determining the interactions between different users of the law. As a result, disputants are seen
as active participants in the process of law-making, employing their own strategies in the entire legal process. Different
issues, and not fixed relationships, determine the strategies that disputants employ in the making of the law. Thus,
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according to the process model, power is the central issue in studies of law. This becomes all the more important in
contexts of unequal power relations between disputants.
The coexistence of different sources of law can, at times, cause legal conflicts. Sometimes, different and potentially
conflicting laws can apply within the same area of jurisprudence. There is a general acceptance today that the cultures
and customs of different communities need to be protected. However, the right to self-determination for traditional
communities still provides a ground for some of the most wide-ranging disputes around issues of rights, citizenship, and
inclusion.
Daily life in itself, is constituted by engagements with the law so much so that it comes to be internalized. Laws play an
important role in any society. This holds true of not only formal state laws but also of community-backed laws. Recent
works on the anthropology of the state has shifted our attention away from the technologies of modern state power to a
question of the effects of this power on people’s everyday lives. Even when people choose to engage with the
government through ‘pure politics’ such as street demonstrations, the law itself forces upon them by ‘criminalizing’
dissent and forcing protesters to deal with issues like bail, release, etc.
Laws structure social identities and vice-versa in a dialectical relationship. For instance, laws that govern village
administration coexist with the different understandings that villagers and officials have of particular laws. Notions of
customary law also feed into these varied understandings and can be used to make political claims (Chatterjee, 2006).
All laws function within particular contexts and social systems. Power politics played out through the institutional
mechanisms of the state determine the strengths and limits that different parties bring in to the debate on the framing and
interpretation of laws. Actual knowledge of, or access to the formal state law, is constrained by poverty and ignorance,
illiteracy, and bureaucratic opacity. This is clearly brought to light by the fact that despite an emphasis on
decentralization and devolution in natural resource management, in legal terms, there has been a continuous
centralization and uniform standardization of practices across the country.
The appeal of modern state-backed law is based upon its rationality, uniformity, and lack of bias. All laws, irrespective
of whether they are being formulated by the state or local/traditional institutions, include gaps and ambiguities. These are
open to a wide range of interpretations by different actors in their struggle over the mores of social conduct, economic
resources, and political equality. It remains to be seen, however, as to what, extent, the notions of ‘custom’ and
‘community’ generally associated with local traditional institutions provide people with a platform to resist and
challenge the centralizing efforts of the state administration. This is where the politics of identity and struggle over
identity issues get played out.
Contemporary liberal democracy has become more broad-based with unrepresented issues and challenges now finding
support in a larger way. But, the flip side is that the compartmentalization of groups and the coming up of discrete
demands prove to be an impediment in the making of a well-knit community in the long-run. It is because of the fact that
the rise of sectarianism and the accompanying narratives of identity in the name of caste, religion, tribe, etc. have often
unleashed violent conflicts in an already fragmented and diverse society like India.
Lately, societies across the globe have been a witness to various social and political movements predicated upon a
revival of and respect for primordial identities and affiliations. This is taking place simultaneously at a time of global
restructuring of economies, societies, and institutions across the world on the one hand (Castells, 2006) and reaffirmation of different cultural and group identities on the other.
CONCLUSION
All institutions make laws. The laws made by an institution may have different meanings for different people in different
contexts. People’s social conditioning, their relationship with the state, and their understanding of power have
implications on the ways they conceive of the content and meaning of different laws. No institution is static. All
institutions respond to and adapt themselves to the changing socio-political reality. For any democracy to be effective in
responding to people’s demands, it needs to tame the power of different institutions in all the three different stages of
law-making, law-implementation, and law-adjudication. It is only then that the larger dynamics of law can be understood
from the point of view of different institutions, their ways of functioning, and implications on people’s lives. Both the
state and traditional institutions coexist and continuously interact with one another to create a space for participatory
politics to emerge around identity issues that eventually determine the shifting pattern of power relations among
different groups and communities in the society. This not only underscores the fact of the salience of the state in matters
of policy and decision-making but also its elusiveness in understanding its relationship with the society and vice-versa.
LIMITATION AND STUDY FORWARD
The nature of this research study on the role of the state and traditional institutions in identity formation is primarily
qualitative that has relied mostly on secondary sources. In this sense, it leaves several gaps with respect to understanding
and analyzing the role and functions of specific traditional institutions across different states and countries in the politics
of identity formation. This area has immense potential to be taken up for further study and research based on a
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comparative analysis of different institutions recognized as “traditional” and their relationship with the state and
different groups and communities in the society.
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